
ANTI-CAA RESOLUTION 



 Kerala has become the first state in India to pass a 

resolution demanding rollback of the controversial 

Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA).  

CURRENT AFFAIR 



 Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the 

States, issues and challenges pertaining to the 

federal structure, devolution of powers and finances 

up to local levels and challenges therein.  

FROM THE SYLLABUS 



 For Prelims: Key features of the Act, Citizenship Act 

1955, Citizenship- acquisition and types available.  

 

 For Mains: Issues over the Bill, why NE States oppose 

to this bill? 

WHAT TO STUDY? 



 The CAA act contradicts the basic values and 

principles of the Constitution.  

 

 It is against the “secular” outlook and fabric of the 

country and would lead to religion-based 

discrimination in granting citizenship.  

ARGUMENTS 



 The Parliament had passed the Citizenship 

(Amendment) Bill 2019 on December 11, 2019. The 

act had triggered widespread protests across India 

and created fear of discrimination based on religion. 

 Kerala has already put on hold all the activities in 

connection with the National Population Register 

(NPR) considering the anxiety among people that it 

relates to the National Register of Citizens (NRC).  

BACKGROUND 



 The Centre has clarified that the CAA act will not 

impact any Indian citizen including Muslims.  

CENTRE’S RESPONSE 



 It seeks to allow illegal migrants from certain minority 

communities in Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan 

eligible for Indian citizenship by amending the 

Citizenship Act of 1955. 

 It seeks to grant citizenship to people from minority 

communities —Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis 

and Christians —after 6 years of stay in India even if they 

do not possess any proper document. The current 

requirement is 12 years of stay.  

 The Bill provides that the registration of Overseas Citizen 

of India (OCI) cardholders may be cancelled if they 

violate any law. 

THE CITIZENSHIP (AMENDMENT) ACT, 

2019 



 Illegal immigrants are distinguished on the basis of 

religion. 

 A demographic threat to indigenous communities . 

Makes illegal migrants eligible for citizenship on the 

basis of religion. This may violate Article 14 of the 

Constitution which guarantees the right to equality. 

 

CRITICISM 



 The north-eastern citizens, especially Assam, fear 

that the act will grant citizenship to immigrants and 

refugees causing loss of their political, cultural and 

land rights.  

 This will also motivate further immigration from 

Bangladesh. 

CONCERNS OF NORTH EAST 




